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Abstract. Virtual training systems with intelligent agents provide an effective means to train people for complex, dynamic
tasks like crisis management or firefighting. For successful training, intelligent virtual agents should be able to show believable
behavior, adapt their behavior to the trainee’s performance and give useful explanations about their behavior. Agents can provide
more believable behavior and explanations if they, besides their own, take the assumed knowledge and intentions of other players
in the scenario into account. This paper proposes two ways to model agents with a theory of mind, i.e. equip them with the ability
to ascribe mental concepts such as knowledge and intentions to others. The first theory of mind model is based on theory-theory
(TT) and the second on simulation theory (ST). In a simulation study, agents with no theory of mind, a TT-based theory of mind,
and an ST-based theory of mind are compared. The results show that agents with a theory of mind are preferred over agents with
no theory of mind, and that, regarding agent development, the ST model has advantages over the TT model.
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1. Introduction

Virtual training systems are often used to train peo-
ple for complex, dynamic tasks in which fast decision
making is required, e.g. commanding in crisis man-
agement, military missions or firefighting. In a train-
ing session, trainees are confronted with an incident or
problem which they have to solve. To accomplish this
task, they have to interact with several virtual charac-
ters, e.g. colleagues, team-members or opponents. The
roles of these characters are sometimes played by in-
structors or co-trainees, but in an increasing number of
systems the characters’ behavior is generated by intel-
ligent agents because that increases training flexibility
and reduces personnel costs. As virtual training pre-
pares trainees for situations in the real world, intelli-
gent agents should display believable, realistic behav-
ior [26].

*Corresponding author: phone +31 (30) 253 2814, fax +31 (30)
253 4619.

Typical mistakes that occur during incident man-
agement include giving incomplete or unclear instruc-
tions, forgetting to monitor task execution, and fail-
ing to pick up new information and quickly adapt to
it. Many of these errors involve situations in which
people make false assumptions about others’ knowl-
edge or intentions. The tendency to attribute incorrect
knowledge and intentions to others appears in stories
of professionals [16], but it is also a well described
phenomenon in general in cognitive sciences [31,28].
Thus, in order to display believable behavior, intelli-
gent agents should have the ability to realistically (fail
to) take others’ assumed knowledge and intentions
into account. This is especially important in team-
work [44], i.e. when players are dependent on each
others’ actions for achieving their own tasks.

When trainees start training with scenarios, they are
expected to already have knowledge about the proce-
dures in the domain, e.g. the division of tasks, and
where to find which information. In the beginning, it
will be challenging for them to apply this knowledge
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in a realistic scenario in which all agents act as they
should. Agents may even help the trainee when he
fails to undertake required actions, e.g. by giving ad-
vices. At a later stage, when the trainee can easily play
such scenarios, they can be made more challenging.
Agents can start making mistakes, for instance, by at-
tributing incorrect knowledge and intentions to others.
Agents should thus be able to adapt their behavior to
the trainee’s performance to adjust the difficulty of the
scenario to the trainee’s skills.

When a virtual training system is used indepen-
dently, thus not with an instructor, trainees should be
supported in understanding the played scenario by the
system. This can be accomplished by letting the virtual
agents explain the reasons for their actions. Several
accounts of self-explaining agents for virtual training
have been proposed, e.g. the Debrief explanation com-
ponent [30], the XAI explanation components [41,19],
and an approach by the authors of this paper [21,22].
After the training session is over, such agents can be
queried or give explanations on their own initiative
about the motivations behind their actions in the played
session. To increase the trainee’s understanding, the
explanations should also include assumptions about
others’ mental states.

In summary, virtual agents should be able to show
believable behavior, make trainees aware of the human
tendency to attribute false mental concepts to others,
adapt to the trainee’s performance, and give useful ex-
planations about their behavior. In previous work, the
authors argued that these requirements can be met by
equipping agents with a theory of mind [23]. Some-
one with a theory of mind has the ability to attribute
mental states such as beliefs, intentions and desires to
others in order to better understand, explain, predict or
manipulate others’ behavior. In this paper, two models
for agents with a theory of mind, one based on theory-
theory (TT) and another on simulation theory (ST),
will be proposed and evaluated.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2
gives an example of a training situation and explains in
which ways agents with a theory of mind can enhance
virtual training. The example serves as a motivation for
the use of agents with a theory of mind, but also as a
specification of the criteria according to which the pro-
posed agent models will be evaluated. Section 3 gives
an overview of theory of mind research and zooms in
on two theories of theory of mind in particular: theory-
theory and simulation theory. In section 4, two ways
to model agents with a theory of mind are proposed,
based on the two theories. Section 5 describes a case

study in which agents with no theory of mind, a TT-
based theory of mind, and an ST-based theory of mind
are compared. Section 6 discusses related work and
section 7 ends the paper with a conclusion.

2. An example training scenario

The present example is part of a virtual training
scenario for on-board firefighting1. The trainee plays
the role of H-Officer, the person in command when
there is a fire aboard of a navy frigate. Besides the
trainee, two other players are involved, an A-Officer
and an E-Officer, played by intelligent agents. The H-
Officer leads the incident management from the Tech-
nical Center of the ship. His tasks involve assessing the
situation, developing a plan, instructing other officers,
monitoring task execution, and adapting plans if nec-
essary. The E-Officer is also located at the Technical
Center and is responsible for the electricity at different
compartments of the ship. The A-Officer leads the fire
attack at the location of the incident and can only use
water in compartments where the electricity has been
switched off. The H-Officer can communicate with all
officers and vice versa, but there is no direct commu-
nication between the E-Officer and A-Officer possible.

In the optimal situation, if there is a fire, the E-
Officer switches off the electricity in the right com-
partments and reports this in person to the H-Officer.
Subsequently, the H-Officer broadcasts the message to
the ship, and the A-Officer orders his team to attack
the fire with water. As a result, the fire will be extin-
guished, which the A-Officer reports to the H-Officer.
In this scenario course, the agents understood each oth-
ers’ and the trainee’s goals, and acted proactively to
support each other. The trainee received positive feed-
back in the form of a good end result, and explana-
tions of the agents can even increase his understanding
the played session. For instance, the E-Officer may ex-
plain that he switched off electricity to ensure that the
A-Officer could safely attack the fire with water. By
such explanations the trainee learns not only which but
also why certain procedures have to be followed.

The scenario may also unfold otherwise, for exam-
ple, when the trainee fails to broadcast the E-Officer’s
message. In such a case, it might be useful if the E-
Officer advices the trainee to broadcast the message or

1The scenario is inspired on the CARIM system, a virtual training
system developed by TNO and VSTEP for the Netherlands Navy.
For an overview of the system see [40].
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if the A-Officer asks the trainee whether the electricity
has been switched off. The trainee will become aware
of his failure and no longer delay the fire attack. A use-
ful explanation for the A-Officer’s action could be that
it believed that the trainee would know about the status
of the electricity.

For more advanced trainees, mistakes of virtual
agents can create interesting learning situations. The
E-Officer could for example fail to switch off electric-
ity, forget to report to the trainee, or switch off elec-
tricity in a wrong compartment. The trainee is chal-
lenged to correct the agents, for instance by asking the
E-Officer whether he already switched off electricity.
An explanation of the E-Officer’s failure could be that
he believed that the A-Officer did not plan to use water
for his fire attack.

Though the given situation is a simple one, sev-
eral capabilities are required to provide training as de-
scribed above. The intelligent agents should be able to
attribute mental states to others, know when to help
the trainee, make believable mistakes, and explain their
own actions by their assumptions about other agents’
states. In the example, interaction plays an important
role and the different agents (including the trainee) are
dependent on each other for successful task execution.
In order to generate and explain the behaviors in the
example, the agents have to be aware of the others’
tasks and the consequences of their actions for others.
In other words, the agents need some theory about the
other agents’ mental states: a theory of mind.

3. Background: theory of mind

To understand the social world around them, peo-
ple interpret others’ and their own actions in terms of
mental states. A theory of mind is the ability to under-
stand others as intentional agents, and to interpret their
minds in terms of intentional concepts such as beliefs
and desires, e.g. R believes that M intends him to per-
suade A that p. The term ‘theory of mind’ originates
from Premack and Woodruff’s famous paper ‘Does the
chimpanzee have a theory of mind?’ [35]. Since then,
the term has been used to denote the research field
in which the ability to explain and predict one’s own
and others’ behavior is studied. Besides biologists, re-
searchers from several other fields have been involved
in theory of mind research, such as neuroscientists,
psychologists and philosophers.

Humans are not born with a fully developed the-
ory of mind, but acquire one during their childhood.

The false-belief task [42] is often used by developmen-
tal psychologists to determine whether someone has a
fully developed theory of mind. To test whether a child
passes the task, an experimenter puts an object in a
box in presence of the child and another person. The
other person leaves the room and when she is gone, the
experimenter puts the object in a different box. When
the person returns the child is asked where she will
look for the object. The child fails if it answers that the
person will look in the second box. Though the child
knows that the object is in the second box, to pass the
task it should be able to understand that the other per-
son did not see that the object was replaced and thus
will look in the first box. Experiments demonstrated
that children obtain the ability to perform this task well
around the age of four years old.

Another contribution of psychology to theory of
mind research are studies about the absence of a theory
of mind, also called mind-blindness, with autists [2]. A
mind-blind person has difficulties to determine the in-
tentions of others and lacks understanding of how his
behavior affects others.

Though psychologists studied theory of mind ac-
quirement and theory of mind impairment, most of
them remained neutral on the question how a fully de-
veloped theory of mind in adults works. Philosophers,
in contrast, are focusing on exactly this question. Cur-
rently, the debate involves two prominent accounts on
human, adult theory of mind: theory-theory and simu-
lation theory. According to theory theorists (e.g. [11]),
people have an implicit theory of the structure and
functioning of the human mind. This theory involves
a set of concepts, e.g. beliefs, desires and plans, and
principles about how these concepts interact, e.g. peo-
ple act to fulfill their desires. This theory allows us
to understand, explain and predict our own, and other
people’s behavior. The mental states attributed to oth-
ers are unobservable, but knowable by intuition or in-
sight. Theory-theory relates to folk psychology, which
refers to the way humans think that they reason [6].
Namely, humans use concepts such as beliefs, goals
and intentions to understand and explain their own and
others’ behavior.

Simulation theory (e.g. [18,20]) was proposed as an
alternative to theory-theory. According to simulation
theorists, theory of mind is the ability to project our-
selves into another person’s perspective, and simulate
his or her mental activity with our own capacities for
practical reasoning. Thus instead of a theory, theory of
mind is a kind of knowledge that allows one to mimic
the mental state of another person. In order to simu-
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late another’s mental processes, it is not necessary to
categorize all the beliefs and desires attributed to that
person as such. In other words, it is not necessary to be
capable of complete introspection.

Whether human theory of mind follows the theory-
theory or simulation theory approach cannot be deter-
mined by just observing human adult behavior. There-
fore, philosophers became interested in theory of mind
development and took different views on it [10]. Ac-
cording to some theory theorists, acquiring a theory
of mind is a matter of maturation of an innate mod-
ule, which happens automatically. Others think it is
instantiated through social interactions. According to
simulation theorists, the ability to simulate is innately
given. Children only have to learn which of their men-
tal states to vary when simulating, in order to adopt the
right perspective.

There are several proposals for a mix of theory-
theory and simulation theory (e.g. [25,32]). Simula-
tion theory is defended on grounds of simplicity. Ac-
cording to simulation-theorists, simulation is more ef-
ficient than acquiring a complete theory. For these rea-
sons, some adherers of theory-theory admit that at least
some form of simulation must take place when peo-
ple reason about others, and incorporate simulation
aspects into a theory-theoretic account. Though this
makes theory-theory acceptable for some, others re-
main convinced that simulation forms the basic mech-
anism of theory of mind. Critics of simulation the-
ory however argue that in order to simulate, it must
be known what to simulate and for that a theory is
needed. This resulted in approaches stating that others’
behavior is predicted by simulation, but in addition,
a body of theoretical knowledge is needed to govern
these simulations.

4. Two ways to model agents with a theory of mind

This section presents a theory-theory and a simula-
tion theory approach for modeling agents with a the-
ory of mind. The implementation of both approaches
is also discussed, as there are currently no agent pro-
gramming languages providing explicit constructs for
the implementation of agents with a theory of mind.

4.1. A theory-theory approach

Folk psychology, in which behavior of others is un-
derstood in notions like beliefs, desires and intentions,
forms the basis of the theory-theory account of theory

Fig. 1. Architecture of a BDI agent with a theory of mind based on
theory-theory.

of mind. The theory-theory approach clearly relates
to the BDI (belief desire intention) paradigm, which
is used for modeling intelligent agents [37]. There
is no single BDI model, but there are several agent
programming languages based on the BDI paradigm,
e.g. Jack [9], Jadex [34], Jason/AgentSpeak [4] and
2APL [13]. A typical BDI agent has a goal base, plan
base, plan library and intentions, and those form the
elements of its reasoning. The upper part of Figure 1
shows the general architecture of a BDI agent.

The behavior of a BDI agent is directed by its goals.
Dependent on its beliefs, the agent selects particular
plans from its plan library to achieve these goals. A
plan is a recipe for achieving a goal given particu-
lar preconditions. The plan library may contain mul-
tiple plans for the achievement of one goal. An inten-
tion is the commitment of the agent to execute the se-
quence of steps making up the plan. A step can be an
executable action, or a sub-goal for which a new plan
should be selected from the plan library. A typical BDI
execution cycle contains the following steps: i) observe
the world and update the agent’s internal beliefs and
goals accordingly, ii) select applicable plans based on
the current goals and beliefs, and add them to the in-
tention stack, iii) select an intention and iv) perform
the intention if it is an atomic action, or select a new
plan if it is a sub-goal.

An approach to model an agent with a theory of
mind based on theory-theory is to add beliefs about
other agents to a BDI agent’s belief base. In Figure 1
this is shown by the boxes below the general BDI ar-
chitecture. Besides its own beliefs, the agent may have
beliefs with mental concepts attributed to other agents
(dashed boxes). The agent in Figure 1 has beliefs about
attributed beliefs and goals of agent A and B. For in-
stance, the belief A(B(X)) represents that the agent be-
lieves that agent A believes X, and B(G(Y)) that the
agent believes that agent B has goal Y. An agent’s be-
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havior is determined by its goals and beliefs. Thus,
when an agent has beliefs about other agents, its be-
havior is also based on the believed beliefs and goals
of others.

Besides beliefs about others’ beliefs and goals, the
agent must have a theory about how these elements in-
teract. For instance, to predict someone’s behavior, an
agent needs to be able to make combinations of be-
lieved beliefs and goals, and derive new believed (sub-
)goals, plans or actions. In this theory-theory-based
agent model, the rules according to which the elements
combine are also added as beliefs to the agent’s belief
base. In other words, beliefs that make combinations
between beliefs about another agent’s beliefs and be-
liefs about that agent’s goals are added. Such a reason-
ing rule belief is for example if ( A(B(X)) and A(G(Y))
) then A(P(Z)), meaning that if the agent believes that
agent A believes X and has goal Y, one can assume
that agent A will execute plan Z. With these beliefs,
the agent is able to predict and explain other agents’
behavior. To do so, the agent does not use its own prac-
tical reasoning power (the reasoner in Figure 1), but in-
stead, it uses its epistemic reasoning power for making
inferences of its beliefs (the epistemic reasoner is part
of the agent’s belief base, and is not explicitly shown
in Figure 1).

4.2. A simulation theory approach

The essence of simulation theory is that an agent
uses its own reasoning power to reason about other
agents, and thus not all of the other’s reasoning steps
have to be incorporated in a theory. Figure 2 shows a
schematic picture of a theory of mind model based on
simulation theory. Like in the theory-theory model, the
agent has a reasoner which deliberates with the content
of its mental state. Besides a representation of its own
mental state, the agent has representations of mental
states attributed to other agents (dashed boxes). The
agent can take its own decision making system off-
line, and start deliberating with the mental state of an-
other agent to make predictions about its behavior. In
other words, it applies its own reasoner to the attributed
mental states.

Simulationists argue that in order to have a theory
of mind, one does not need to have access to all rea-
soning rules according to which the other is reasoning.
Radical simulationists even claim that the mental state
of the other agent does not necessarily have to be orga-
nized in terms of beliefs and goals [20]. Therefore, in
Figure 2 it is not specified how a mental state is repre-

Fig. 2. Architecture of an agent with a theory of mind based on sim-
ulation theory.

sented, but in the present approach it is assumed that it
is in terms of beliefs, desires and intentions, as shown
in the boxes outside of the agent’s internals.

The architecture in Figure 2 can best be imple-
mented in a module-based programming language.
Each mental state, the agent’s own and those of other
agents, can be represented in a separate module. By us-
ing modules, the same practical reasoner can be used
to reason with different mental states without interfer-
ences among them. If an agent wants to make a predic-
tion about someone else’s behavior, it just applies its
reasoner to the assumed mental state of that agent. The
agent thus reasons with another agent’s mental con-
cepts as if they are its own. The agent can use its as-
sumptions about the other agent as input for its own
reasoning process and let its actions depend on them.

As the agent’s mental states are specified in terms
of beliefs, goals and intentions in the simulation-
based approach as well, a BDI-based agent program-
ming language can also be used for the implemen-
tation. There are several BDI-based agent program-
ming languages that allow for modularity, e.g. Jack [8],
Jadex [7] and extended 2APL [14]. One of these could
thus be used to implement the theory of mind model
based on simulation theory.

4.3. Discussion

The two approaches just presented can both be im-
plemented in a BDI-based agent programming lan-
guage. For the TT approach, any BDI-based language
can be used, and for the ST approach only those that
allow for modularity. The most important difference
between the TT and ST approach is the way to reason
with attributed beliefs and goals. In the TT approach
an epistemic reasoner is used, and in the ST approach
a practical reasoner.

An advantage of the ST approach is that a practi-
cal reasoner can reason with attributed beliefs, goals
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and reasoning rules immediately, and the same mental
state representations can be (re)used as ‘normal’ men-
tal states and attributed mental states. In the TT ap-
proach, in contrast, ‘normal’ mental state representa-
tions have to be transformed to a different representa-
tion in order to reason with them as attributed mental
states, which provides extra work for the programmer.

On the other hand, a reasoning process on an at-
tributed mental state should have a result that the agent
can use in it’s own reasoning process, e.g. a belief in
its belief base. In the TT approach, the attributed men-
tal states are already represented by beliefs and no ex-
tra action is needed. In the ST approach, however, an
extra action is needed to update the agent’s own be-
lief based with the result of a reason process on an at-
tributed mental state. This makes the agent program
more complex.

5. Comparing the two approaches

There is no common methodology for validating
models representing human behavior. First, because
not much attention has been paid to the validation of
human behavior representation models and the field
is still immature [24]. Moreover, there are different
model types which each require their own valida-
tion [45]. Currently, most models are evaluated by
their intended use, that is, from the perspective of
the end user [12]. Besides the perspective of the end
user, human behavior representation models can also
be viewed from a psychological and a developer’s
perspective. The psychological perspective considers
how well the generation of human behavior in agents
matches the generation of actual human behavior. The
developer’s perspective concerns the effectiveness and
efficiency of model creation.

This section describes a study which compares the
observable behavior of agents with no theory of mind,
a theory of mind based on theory-theory, and a the-
ory of mind based on simulation theory. It will be ex-
amined whether the different agents are able to gener-
ate the behavior and explanations required for the user.
Thus, the user perspective is considered.

In the discussion, the developer perspective is taken
into account as well. There are standard works for the
assessment of software quality, e.g. the IEEE Standard
1061 [27], but these are not specialized for human be-
havior representation models. Therefore, instead of us-
ing a standard method, the authors’ experiences with

the implementation of the agents in the case study will
be presented in the discussion.

The psychological perspective will not be consid-
ered, as the agents in virtual training systems do not
have to generate behavior that is as human as possible.
The agents should behave human-like, but they may
e.g. make more errors than an average human if that
serves a learning goal. Moreover, as discussed in sec-
tion 3, there is no agreement on how the human theory
of mind works.

5.1. Methods

To compare agents with different theory of mind
models, training scenarios were used to specify which
behavior the agents should perform. For the study,
three variants of the training scenario in section 2 were
specified: an optimal, a supporting and a challenging
version. In the optimal scenario nothing goes wrong,
in the support scenario the trainee makes mistakes and
the agents give support, and in the challenge scenario
the agents make mistakes due to an incorrect theory
of mind. Besides the agents’ actions in the scenario,
also the corresponding explanations were specified.
The different scenarios will be described in more detail
in section 5.1.1.

All three scenarios involved three agents: an A-
Officer, an E-Officer and a trainee (playing the H-
Officer). Three versions of the A-Officer and E-Officer
agents were implemented: agents with no theory of
mind (NT), agents with a theory-theory of mind (TT),
and agents with a simulation theory of mind (ST). The
agents were implemented such that they would gener-
ate the actions and explanations in the specified sce-
narios as much as possible. The implementation of the
agents will be discussed in section 5.1.2.

After specifying the scenarios and implementing the
agents, different simulation sessions with the agents
were run. An overview of the different simulation runs
is provided in section 5.1.3. In the simulations, for an
agent to perform well, its actions and explanations in
the simulations should match the actions and expla-
nations specified beforehand. ting the agents, differ-
ent simulation sessions with the agents were run. An
overview of the different simulation runs is provided
in section 5.1.3. In the simulations, for an agent to per-
form well, its actions and explanations in the simula-
tions should match the actions and explanations speci-
fied beforehand.
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5.1.1. Scenario specification
Table 1, 2 and 3 show the specification of the events

and agents’ actions and explanations in the optimal,
support and challenge scenario, respectively. In the ta-
bles, A, E and H refer to A-Officer, E-Officer and H-
Officer, mes(ne) stands for the message there is no
electricity in compartment 37, mes(e) stands for the
message there is electricity in compartment 37, and
mes(fe) stands for the message the fire in compartment
37 is extinguished.

Actions / events Explanations
Alarm: fire in comp 37

E switches off elect. comp 37 then A can ext. fire with water
E reports mes(ne) to H then H can broadcast mes(ne)
H broadcasts mes(ne) -
A enters comp 37 to ext. the fire in comp 37
A ext. fire with water no electricity in comp 37
Fire extinguished

A reports mes(fe) to H then H can broadcast mes(fe)
H broadcasts mes(fe) -

Table 1
Actions, events and explanations in the optimal scenario.

In Table 1, 2 and 3, the left column shows the ac-
tions and events of that scenario in chronological or-
der, and the right column shows the desired explana-
tions for actions of the A-Officer and E-Officer. In the
first scenario, displayed in Table 1, none of the agents
makes a mistake.

Actions / events Explanations
Alarm: fire in comp 37

E switches off elect. comp 37 then A can ext. fire with water
E reports mes(ne) to H then H can broadcast mes(ne)
Nothing happens

E advices H: broadcast mes(ne) then A can ext. fire with water
H broadcasts mes(ne) -
A enters comp 37 to ext. the fire in comp 37
A ext. fire with water no electricity in comp 37
Fire extinguished

A reports mes(fe) to H then H can broadcast mes(fe)
Nothing happens

A advices H: broadcast mes(fe) then crew will be informed
H broadcasts mes(fe) -

Table 2
Actions, events and explanations in the support scenario.

In the second scenario, the H-Officer, that is to be
played by the trainee agent, forgets to broadcast the

message that the electricity has been switched off in
compartment 37. The E-Officer supports the H-officer
by advising him to do so. Later, the H-Officer again
forgets to broadcast a message. Then the A-Officer ad-
vices him to inform the crew that the fire has been ex-
tinguished.

Actions / events Explanations
Alarm: fire in comp 37

Nothing happens

H asks E about elect. comp 37 -
E reports mes(e) to H H asked about elect. comp 37
H orders E: switch off elect. -
E switches off elect. comp 37 H ordered to switch off elect.
E reports mes(ne) to H then H can broadcast mes(ne)
H broadcasts mes(ne) -
A enters comp 37 to ext. the fire in comp 37
A ext. fire with water no electricity in comp 37
Fire extinguished

Nothing happens

H asks A about status fire -
A reports mes(fe) to H H asked about status fire
H broadcasts mes(fe) -

Table 3
Actions, events and explanations in the challenge scenario.

In the third scenario, the E-Officer and the A-Officer
both make one error. The E-Officer does not switch of
electricity in compartment 37 by itself, the H-Officer
explicitly has to order him to do so. The A-Officer for-
gets to update the H-Officer when the fire has been ex-
tinguished.

5.1.2. Agent implementation
To implement the agents, an approach for develop-

ing self-explaining agents in virtual training described
in previous work [21] was used. In the approach, the
goals and tasks of an agent are represented in a hier-
archical goal structure. Beliefs are added to the goal
hierarchy to denote under which conditions goals are
adopted and dropped. The approach describes how
such goal hierarchies can be implemented in a BDI-
based agent programming language. This approach
makes agents self-explainable, as the beliefs and goals
that were responsible for generating an action can also
be used to explain that action. For example, an agent
opens a door because it has the goal to save victims
and it believes that there is a victim behind the door.
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Fig. 3. E-Officer agent without a theory of mind.

NT agents. Figure 3 shows a goal hierarchy of the E-
Officer agent without a theory of mind. The boxes rep-
resent the agent’s goals and the ovals represent its be-
liefs. The E-Officer’s main goal is to manage the elec-
tricity in the ship, which is divided in the subgoals to
switch off electricity and to report to the H-Officer that
the electricity has been switched off. The beliefs in the
hierarchy denote when the subgoals become active.

A similar goal hierarchy of the A-Officer with
no theory of mind was made. Both NT agents were
implemented in the BDI-based agent programming
language 2APL [13]. In 2APL, an agent’s mental
state is defined by its beliefs, goal, plans and reason-
ing rules. Reasoning rules are generally of the form
Goal|Belief<-Plan. The goal and belief(s) spec-
ified in Goal and Belief are checked against the
agent’s goal and belief base, respectively. When both
return true (the agent has those goals and beliefs), the
agent will execute the actions specified in Plan. Ini-
tially, the NT E-Officer agent has the following mental
state.

Goals:
manageE

Reasoning rules:
manageE | comp(X,fire) <- switchOffE(X)
manageE | comp(X,noE) <- reportToH(noE)

At the start of the scenario, the agent has one goal,
managing the electricity, two reasoning rules, and no
plans or beliefs. Only once the agent obtains the belief
that there is a fire in compartment X or that it switched
off the electricity in compartment X, it will generate
plans.

Though the NT agents can perform actions that have
a positive effect on others’ task execution, the agents’
reasoning does not involve possible mental states of
other agents. Information about other agents is thus
implicitly present in the NT agents’ mental states.

TT agents. To develop agents with a theory of mind
(both TT and ST), the NT agents were extended with
a theory of mind ability. Figure 5.1.2 shows that a

Fig. 4. E-Officer agent with a theory of mind.

theory of mind ability, theory-theory-based or simula-
tion theory-based, delivers extra beliefs due to theory
of mind reasoning. By that, the adoption conditions
for subgoals change. Namely, the conditions of goals
which achievement have effect on other agents’ task
execution, involve believed mental concepts about the
others. In the example, the E-Officer only switches off
electricity in a compartment if it believes that some-
one else intends to use water to extinguish a fire in that
compartment.

The way in which theory of mind reasoning is im-
plemented, differs for TT and ST agents. TT agents’
theory of mind is implemented in their belief base. The
following 2APL code shows part of the E-Officer’s
theory of mind about the A-Officer in its belief base.
Note that in 2APL, an agent’s belief base is a Prolog
program.

Beliefs:
a_off(g,extinguishFire).

a_off(b,comp(X,noE)).
a_off(b,comp(X,fire)).

a_off(p,attackFire(X,water):-
a_off(g,extinguishFire),
a_off(b,comp(X,noE)),
a_off(b,comp(X,fire)).

The first line of code represents a belief about a goal
attributed to the A-Officer, the second and third beliefs
are attributed beliefs, and the last belief incorporates
a reasoning rule telling which plan the A-Officer will
probably adopt when it has these beliefs and goal. In
other words, the E-Officer believes that the A-Officer
will attack a fire in compartment X with water, when
the electricity in that compartment has been switched
off.

The E-Officer uses its theory of mind ability when
predictions about the A-Officer’s behavior will influ-
ence its own choices. This can be accomplished by
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adding extra belief checks its reasoning rules. The E-
Officer’s first reasoning rule then becomes as follows.

Reasoning rules:
manageE | (comp(X,fire) and
a_off(p,attackFireWithWater)) <-
switchOffE(X)

The belief a_off(p,attackFireWithWater))
is added to the belief check of the reasoning rule.

The TT agents have a first order theory of mind,
which means that their theories of mind do not involve
other agents’ theories of mind. Thus, the agents have
no beliefs like ’I believe that agent A believes that I
have goal Y’. In this scenario, it was not necessary to
implement agents with a second or higher order theory
of mind, but it is practically possible.

ST agents. Like TT agents, ST agents are based on
NT agents, but extended with a theory of mind (see
figure). However, instead of TT agents, the theory of
mind ability of ST agents is implemented by using
modules. Therefore, the A-Officer and E-Officer agent
based on simulation theory were implemented in Ex-
tended 2APL [14]. In Extended 2APL, an agent can
create modules, update modules with beliefs and goals,
execute modules, and query their belief and goal bases.
For agents with a theory of mind, execution of a mod-
ule might result in updating its belief, goal or intention
base, but not in executing actual actions in the envi-
ronment. For instance, the following Extended 2APL
code represents the E-Officer’s plan for creating, up-
dating and executing a module with a theory of mind
of the A-Officer.

Plans:
create(a_off, a_off);
a_off.updateBB(comp(X,noE));
a_off.execute(B(planAoff(Y)));
Update(comp(X,noE),planAoff(Y))

The first action creates an instantiation of the mod-
ule a_off which also has the name a_off. The sec-
ond action updates the instantiation with the belief
comp(X,noE). Then, the module a_off is executed
till the stopping condition B(planAoff(Y)) is sat-
isfied, i.e. the belief planAoff(Y) can be derived
from the module’s belief base. The variable Y can have
different values, representing a prediction of what the
A-Officer’s will do. During this execution, the execu-
tion of the agent owning the module, the E-Officer,
is paused. In the last line of code, the result of the
execution is updated to the agents own belief base,
e.g. resulting in the belief a_off(comp(X,noE),
planAoff(attackFireWithWater)), which

means that if the A-Officer believes that the electricity
is switched off, he will attack the fire with water.

Similar to TT agents, the E-Officer agent uses its
theory of mind when the adoption of goals for switch-
ing off electricity depend on beliefs with predictions
about the A-Officer’s behavior.

Like the TT agents, the ST agents also have a first
order theory of mind. For the theory of mind mod-
ules the implementation of the NT agents were used.
The ST A-Officer’s theory of mind contained the NT
E-Officer’s mental states and vice versa. Also for ST
agents holds that it is possible to implement agents
with second or higher order theory of mind.

5.1.3. Simulation runs
Several simulations were run to test whether the im-

plemented agents were able to generate the actions
and explanations specified in the three scenarios. Each
agent type (NT, TT and ST) played each scenario (opti-
mal, support and challenge) once, so in total nine (3x3)
simulations were run. The A-Officer and E-Officer
were always of the same type in one simulation run
(both NT, both TT or both ST) because a combina-
tion of different agent types (e.g. NT and ST) would
not have influenced the results. To run the challenging
scenario, the implementations of the A-Officer and E-
Officer agents were adapted so that they would make
mistakes.

All characters in the scenarios were played by
agents, and there were no humans involved in the sim-
ulations. Therefore, it was not needed to create a vi-
sualization of the agents and their environment. How-
ever, to simulate the three scenarios, besides the A-
Officer and E-Officer, a trainee and an environment
were needed.

Two versions of the trainee agent were implemented
in 2APL. A trainee agent making mistakes was used
for the support scenario, and one not making mistakes
was used to run the optimal and the challenge scenario.
The trainee agent consisted of a few simple rules rea-
soning rules, had no theory of mind and could not give
explanations.

The role of the environment was minimized in the
scenarios. The only two events in the environment in
all three scenarios are a fire alarm and the extinction of
the fire. Therefore, instead of implementing a separate
environment, the events were represented in the belief
bases of the agents. All agents believed that there was
a fire in compartment 37 at the beginning of each sim-
ulation run. And the A-Officer’s action to command its
team to attack a fire with water led to addition of the
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belief extinguishedFire to its belief base. It was thus
assumed that actions could not fail.

During the simulations, the actions and explanations
of the agents were logged. The next section presents
a comparison between the agents’ actual behavior and
their required behavior.

5.2. Results

During each simulation run, A-Officer and E-Officer’s
actions and explanations were logged, and these logs
were compared to the specified scenarios. Table 4
shows the results of three of the three simulation runs
of the optimal scenario, with the NT, TT and ST
agents.

Specified behavior Actual behavior
Actions NT TT ST
E switches off elect. comp 37 √ √ √

E reports mes(e) to H √ √ √

A enters comp 37 √ √ √

A ext. fire with water √ √ √

A reports mes(f) to H √ √ √

Explanations NT TT ST
then A can ext. fire with water X √ √

then H can broadcast message(e) X √ √

to ext. the fire in comp 37 √ √ √

no electricity in comp 37 √ √ √

then H can broadcast message(f) X √ √

Table 4
Desired and actual behavior of the NT, TT and ST agents in the
optimal scenario.

The left column of Table 4 shows a part of the de-
sired actions and explanations in the optimal scenario.
The last three columns show whether the agents’ ac-
tions and explanations did (√) or did not (X) match
the specified ones. The table only shows actions and
explanations of the A-Officer and E-Officer, as those
were the agents to be evaluated. Events and actions of
the H-Officer are not displayed.

Table 4 shows that all of the agents’ actions matched
the specified ones. The simulation runs of the support
and challenge scenarios had similar results. In all nine
simulations it was found that the agents’ actions in
the simulation matched the specifications for 100%.
Thus, independent of whether the agents had a theory
of mind and which theory of mind model, they were all
able to display the specified actions, including support

actions and making mistakes due to an incorrect theory
of mind.

The results in table 4 also show that the explana-
tions of the agents with a theory of mind, the TT and
ST agents, matched all of the specified explanations.
The agents were able to incorporate beliefs and goals
of others in their explanations. The explanations of the
agents without a theory of mind, the NT agents, did not
always match the specified ones. The NT agents only
gave explanations in terms of their own beliefs and
goals. For some actions these explanations matched
the specified ones (e.g. the third and fourth explana-
tion in Table 4), but they did not when the actions had
consequences for other agents (e.g. the first two ex-
planations). Thus, agents with a theory of mind were
able to explain the consequences of their actions for
other agents, also for support actions and mistakes, and
agents without a theory of mind were not. The same
results were found in the support and challenge sce-
nario.

5.3. Discussion

The results show that agents with a theory of mind
(TT and ST) have advantages over agents without a
theory of mind (NT). Though all three agent types gen-
erated equal behavior, the agents with a theory of mind
were also able to give explanations involving other
agents’ assumed mental states, and the agents with-
out a theory of mind were not. Concerning observable
agent behavior (including explanations), thus for the
user, there was no difference between the theory-based
and the simulation-based approach, and there are no
reasons to assume that the outcome would be different
for other scenarios.

For a developer, however, there are differences be-
tween TT and ST agents. A first observation concerns
the reuse of code. When implementing the theory of
mind of a TT agent, the BDI representation of a men-
tal state had to be translated to a Prolog representa-
tion, and practical reasoning rules to epistemic rea-
soning rules. Namely, a TT agent’s theory of mind is
about a BDI agent, but represented only by beliefs.
For the implementation of an ST agent, no such trans-
lation had to be made. Instead, existing code of one
agent could be used to implement the theory of mind
of another. Though the extra work of implementing TT
agents compared to ST agents was not much in our
case study, the advantage of reuse of code increases
with more complex agent models. It may thus be con-
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cluded that concerning the reuse of code, the ST ap-
proach is preferred over the TT approach.

A second finding involves the introduction of errors
related to theory of mind use into the agent models.
The introduction of single errors was comparably easy
to implement in both agent models. However, in the TT
approach errors could only be included individually,
and in the ST approach it was possible to introduce
some structural errors. A structural error is for example
that an agent does not take its theory of mind about
another agent into account at all, or that an agent bases
its behavior on a theory of mind of the wrong agent.
Also on this point, the ST approach is preferred over
the TT approach.

6. Related work

An agent with a theory of mind has the ability to
form models about other agents’ mental states. These
models can in turn contain models of other agents,
which can contain models of other agents, etc. This is a
form of recursive modeling, which was first introduced
by Gmytrasiewicz and Durfee [17].

The theory of mind ability discussed in this paper
focuses on forming and using attributions of beliefs,
goals and plans of single agents. There are several ex-
ecutable theory of mind models which capture other
aspects. For instance, Scasselati described an account
of theory of mind for robots which focuses on gaze
behavior [38], Peters introduced a theory of mind ap-
proach for conversation initiation in virtual environ-
ments [33], and Boella and Van der Torre presented an
approach involving the attribution of mental attitudes
to groups instead of single agents [3].

Bosse et al introduced a formal BDI-based agent
model for theory of mind, and showed its use in mod-
eling social manipulation, animal cognition and virtual
character behavior [5]. Like the approaches presented
in this paper, Bosse et al represent both the mental state
of the attributing agent and its mental state attributions
in terms of beliefs, desires and intentions. In Bosse et
al’s approach, agents reason about attributed mental
concepts (in contrast to reasoning with attributed men-
tal concepts as if it are one’s own). This corresponds
to the theory-theory approach described in this paper.
Agents in Bosse et al’s approach do not use their own
reasoning power for reasoning with attributed mental
concepts, like the agents based on simulation theory as
presented in this paper.

PsychSim is a simulation tool for modeling interac-
tion between agents with a theory of mind [36]. Psych-
Sim agents have a decision-theoretic world model, in-
cluding beliefs about their environment and recursive
models of other agents. Where the models presented
in this paper are based on a BDI model, the PsychSim
agents are based on quantitative models of uncertainty
and preferences. The PsychSim approach thus involves
less symbolic representations of agents’ mental states
and is therefore less appropriate for explanation pur-
poses than the BDI-based approaches presented here.

Laird introduced an account of theory of mind with
the goal to add anticipation to a Quakebot [29]. In
Laird’s approach, an agent creates an internal repre-
sentation of what it thinks the enemy’s internal state is,
based on its observation of the enemy. The agent then
predicts the enemy’s behavior by using its own knowl-
edge of tactics to select what it would do if it were the
enemy. As in the simulation theoretic approach pre-
sented in this paper, the agent reasons as if it were
the other. The Quakebot in Laird’s approach is imple-
mented in Soar, which is not BDI-based. Again, BDI
agents like presented in this paper are more appropriate
for the generation of folk psychological explanations
than Soar agents.

Aylett and Louchart presented an account of intel-
ligent agents with theory of mind which is based on
simulation theory [1]. The agents are implemented in
the emotionally driven agent architecture FAtiMA, in
which agents assess the emotional impact of events in
the world around them when deciding on their own ac-
tions. The agent’s own mind is used to simulate what
other agents might feel as a result of a possible ac-
tion, and based on that the agent determines its own
actions. The difference between this approach and the
simulation-based approach presented in this paper is
that the first focuses more on the emotional impact of
behavior, and the latter focuses mostly on intentional
behavior.

7. Conclusion

In the paper, two approaches for modeling agents
with a theory of mind were introduced, based on the
theory-theory and the simulation theory of mind. A
case study was performed to compare agents with no
theory of mind, a theory-theory of mind and a simu-
lation theory of mind in an actual training scenario. It
was found that all agent types were able to display the
specified behavior, but only the agents with a theory of
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mind were able to provide explanations in which oth-
ers’ mental states were involved. From the perspective
of the end user, there is no difference between the two
theory of mind approaches, but from a developer’s per-
spective, the simulation theory has several advantages
over the theory-theory approach. The simulation theo-
retic approach makes it easier introduce realistic errors
in agent behavior due to an impaired theory of mind,
and it promotes the reuse of code.

In future work, the use of agents with a theory of
mind will be validated in a user study. In such an exper-
iment, human subjects interact with agents in a virtual
training, and after the training their performance on the
training task is measured. The experiment knows two
conditions, one condition in which the agents do have
a theory of mind and another condition in which they
do not. Subsequently, the performances of the subjects
in both conditions can be compared to each other. The
hypothesis is that subjects in the condition where the
agents do have a theory of mind will perform better
than subjects in the other group. When the results of
such a study confirm the hypothesis, it is demonstrated
that agents with a theory of mind can contribute to
trainees’ learning performances.

Another direction for future research is to explore
the use of agents in virtual training with other social
capacities besides a theory of mind. Agents could for
instance be extended with emotions, such that they
(partly) guide their decisions by emotions, and are able
to express them, e.g. such as in [39]. Other exam-
ples are the ability to display cultural-aware behavior,
norm-aware behavior [15], social responsible behav-
ior [43]. In general, it is important to model those ca-
pacities in agents that are relevant to the training tasks.
The more realistic the agents behave on these aspects,
the more effective virtual training will become.
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